
Flowers Cartridges

Ghost Train Haze (Sativa)
This cross of Ghost OG and Neville’s Wreck is 
straight from the District Derp™ grow. If you 
tend to get anxious,  you should probably not 
try this one. Great for concentration and 
creativity. You can smell the sour citrus fruit 
and floral notes in this one and you can taste 
them too.

Abracadabra (Sativa)
This high starts as a chill and then turns into 
a peaceful sensation. It has a sweet aroma 
that has a strong dank odor. Great for relief 
from nausea and digestive issues. 

Lemon Do Si Face (Indica)
This cross of Lemonheads, Do Si Do, and 
Faceoff OG is an olfactory delight.  Smelling 
of lemons with a bit of earthiness and just the 
faintest whiff of skunk. This one is great for 
watching movies, relaxing before bed, and 
relaxing and chatting with friends.  Smoke too 
much and you will be couch locked.  Beware 
of the cotton mouth! 

Durban Poison (Sativa)
It’s name comes from the African port city of 
Durban, where it originated nearly 50 years 
ago. DP is a serious sativa that will instantly 
have your head sky-high while leaving your 
body behind with no body fatigue — making 
this the perfect daytime toke.  It’s got a nose 
of sweet fruit, mint, and a bit of earth. 
Continued on next page...

Wedding Crashers (Hybrid)
Let this one crash your party! One hit and 
you’ll be feeling chatty and uplifted. 
Conversations are more compelling;  music is 
more melodious; , you’ll definitely be the life 
of the party with this one! PIney with a hint of 
citrus and dried fruit.
Continued on next page...

Premier Edibles

Derp Oreo Cake Balls  — 80 mg  
Can't decide between cookies and 
confections? You don't have to! These 
white-chocolate-covered cake balls feature 
a filling of rich chocolate cake / brownie and 
crushed OREOs topped with our signature 
sprinkles.  Pack of 5 — about 15 mg per ball

Edibles

Classic Derp — 55mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Gummy Derps — 55mg (4 mg per Gummy)
Cannabis-Infused homemade 
strawberry-apple gummy bears. Pack of 13.

Mini Derp — 15mg
Dark chocolate-chunk cookie sprinkled with 
flaked sea salt.

Jammin’ Derp Bar — 55mg
Browned butter oat bars with raspberry 
preserves, sprinkled with toasted crumbles. 
Irresistably delicious.  Try to only have a bite.
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Fire OG (Hybrid) 
The lineage of this phenotype of OG Kush is 
OG Kush and SFV OG.  You can see the fire 
red hairs on it, which is where its name 
comes from.  You smell hints of sweet citrus 
fruit and diesel fuel, which culminate in a 
wonderful bouquet.  

SFV OG  (Indica)
San Fernando Valley OG  is an indica with a 
pungent lemon scent with pine and 
undertones of chemicals. Its taste is earthy 
as well as citrusy.   A body buzz will start in 
your lower spine and spread throughout 
your body,  leaving you completely relaxed 
and slightly sedated.

Gorilla Glue #4 (Hybrid)
This is a cross between Chem’s Sister and 
Chocolate Diesel. This heavy-hitting hybrid 
will sweep you off your feet in a state of 
euphoria before leaving you “glued” to the 
couch.  GG4 shares a lot of Chocolate 
Diesel’s attributes, like its notes of, obviously 
chocolate, but also of coffee, and a bit of 
diesel. 
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